
Initial Assessment Project Summary - Reassessment Report
Form Only
Our PCC Core Outcome assessments are intended to result in improved student learning, not to
document how successful they already are. As a result, our projects follow a multi-stage cycle of
"assess - correct - reassess." Briefly, but very specifically provide the essential information from the
already completed "assess - correct" stages of this ongoing assessment project here.

Section 1: Core Outcome
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1. Enter a single core outcome here. PCC Core Outcomes can be found at http://www.pcc.edu/
resources/academic/core-outcomes/. Use a separate form for each core outcome your SAC
is reporting on.

2. From the page linked-to above, clicking on the core outcome you are assessing will take you
to a page with two major components. The first is an incomplete list of examples of this core
outcome. These examples are specific ways in which core outcomes might be demonstrated
in different contexts. Since the core outcome is too general, abstract, and broad to readily
define - let alone measure - SACs can select/modify/replace any of these examples to use as
their SAC-defined expression of the core outcome (sometimes referred to as the 'descriptor').
If appropriate, consider modifying any of the AACU Value Rubrics (available at:
http://www.aacu.org/value/rubrics/index_p.cfm?CFID=43052022&CFTOKEN=78747195) or
those found at the NILOA website (http://www.learningoutcomeassessment.org/
Rubrics.htm#Samples). In many disciplines, suitable rubrics are available from their
respective professional associations.

3. It is essential to have a clear statement of how the assessment project relates to improving
student attainment of a core outcome. Keep this statement brief and specific. Strive for clarity
- this element is central to the assessment project.

Section 2: Project Description
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1. Most faculty assessment projects involve assessing student performance in one or more
courses. Include any course(s) involved in the current assessment.

2. Include the number and type of instructors who will likely be teaching this course at the time
the assessment is conducted. Having adequate representation of all instructors is essential
to good assessment.

3. Include all the course outcomes from the CCOG(s) for each course listed above that are
relevant to your measurement of this core outcome. CCOGs can be found at:
http://www.pcc.edu/ccog/. In many cases, SACs can use assignments that are already being
given and graded/evaluated in their courses to assess core outcomes (these sorts of
assignments are called 'embedded assessments'). For this approach to work effectively,
some course outcomes must align with some core outcomes.

4. Use this section to indicate the type of assignment/assessment. Check all that apply.
Whenever possible/feasible, attach the activity description/instructions/etc. as an appendix to
the Annual Plan. For some help with selecting and creating optimal assessments, see:
http://assessment.aas.duke.edu/documents/DirectandIndirectAssessmentMethods.pdf

Section 2: Project Description - Type of Measurement
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1. Typically in educational assessment, student performance is evaluated and somehow scored/
tracked. Select all that apply to this project.

Rubrics require that one or more dimensions/traits be measured (often called "criterion/a') in a
scaled way (often called "level"). PCC has identifed four general levels for most of our core
outcomes. If you click on one of the core outcomes after directing your web browser to
http://www.pcc.edu/resources/academic/core-outcomes/ you will in most cases see the four levels
defined and illustrated for that core outcome. The illustrations are only examples: each SAC may
interpret and apply the core outcome level in the most appropriate way for their discipline and
particular circumstances. Faculty often desire that their students demonstrate the highest level of
outcome attainment: level four. PCC has not established a policy for this and SACs are responsible
for identifying the appropriate desired and required levels of student outcome attainment. As a
beginning point of discussion, an analysis of our core outcome levels in the context of a more
national expectation for community college student outcome attainment (as elaborated in the Degree
Qualifications Profile) suggests that our level 3 is a likely realistic expectation for outcome attainment
in our students.

A well-designed and carefully normed rubric (one that leads to useful, consistent scores) is essential
to many core outcome assessment projects. The following links point to helpful information about
creating rubrics:

http://www.aea267.k12.ia.us/assessment/rubrics-in-the-classroom/ (a brief, rudimentary introduction)

http://leap.aacu.org/toolkit/ (the AACU's Leap Campus Tool-kit)

http://assessment.uconn.edu/primer/how1.html (University of Connecticut Assessment Help Page)

http://www.learningoutcomesassessment.org/documents/DQPop1.pdf (Details an interesting
approach to outcomes assessment)

If you have specific questions or need additional help, contact your LAC assessment coach.

Checklists can be used in assessment when the purpose is to track the presence/absence
(dichotomous scoring) of student attainment, rather than when scaled scoring is performed (based
on multiple possible levels of student performance). For example, did hand-washing occur both
before and after patient contact? Checklists can sometimes be easier to create and to score, though
care should be taken in their creation and use. (a useful checklist for checklists: http://www.ecu.edu/
cs-educ/opd/upload/KeystoQAChecklist.pdf)

Trend Analysis: Rubrics can lose important information about the student work. For example, after
scoring student work, it may not be apparent if all students who were scored at “level 2” on a rubric
have similar issues. A Trend Analysis can give a more nuanced understanding of the student work
and the common errors students are making (and the strengths students have).

How to do a Trend Analysis:

• Evaluate a portion of the student work to find the common “trends.” These could be things
students are missing or things they are doing well. Make a list of “trends.”
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• Decide which trends are most important to consider.
• Faculty members count the number of occurrences for each trend item. If there are a lot of

trends, it is helpful to have faculty members focusing on different trends.
• If work has been scored by a rubric, it could be helpful to see if particular rubric scores have

the same trends (i.e., see if students who scored a “2” have similar mistakes) or if student
make similar mistakes for all rubric levels.

Other commonly used measures include:

Objective Tests/Measures: http://www.utexas.edu/academic/ctl/assessment/iar/students/plan/
method/exams-mchoice-write.php

Interviews/Surveys are almost always indirect measures of student outcome achievement. As a
result, they tend to be less useful measures. Given both the practical difficulties of directly measuring
some core outcomes (due to both the nature of the outcome and the costs/difficulties associated with
direct assessment), they can be acceptably measured with carefully constructed, indirect surveys or
interviews. For some tips on survey construction, see: http://help.surveymonkey.com/articles/en_US/
kb/Design-Tips-How-to-create-and-administer-effective-surveys. The LAC has a Qualtrix account
that faculty members can use to conduct complex surveys - though we currently have minimal ability
to support SAC's use of this new tool. Contact your LAC coach for more information. For surveys not
requiring complex statistical analysis, Survey Monkey personal accounts may be useful.

2. Quantitative and Qualitative Measures

Quantitative Data: involves numbers and is often used to generalize results from a sample to the
targeted population of interest. Qualitative Data: is non-quantitative and is used to gain an
understanding of the reasons or motivations that might provide insight into a particular problem. This
type of analysis can be very time consuming, so only a small number of non-representative cases
are used. It is often used to explore complex inter-relationships between variables: often with the
intention of identifying new questions for further research. The analysis is non-statistical and can
rarely be used to make reliable generalizations about the population of interest. Though, it can be
used very effectively in exploratory or orienting research, as a starting point in a comprehensive
research/assessment program, etc. Examples include: in-depth interviews, group discussion, focus
groups, etc.

Combining quantitative and qualitative data gives rich and appropriately actionable
knowledge to address barriers in student success.

Example: A college collects data from the student population focusing on student success rates. A
random sample of 700 students is used to ensure a representative sample of the various ethnic
groups on the campus (quantitative data) is obtained. Results of the study show that Group X has a
lower success rates than other groups. The college decides to do a focus group of 20 students from
Group X to understand the group's perceived barriers to success (qualitative data).

3. Direct and Indirect Assessment
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Direct Assessment: A direct assessment involves looking at samples of student work and
evaluating the work to determine if the student has shown competency for a learning outcome or
skill. Direct assessments include the following:

• Evaluation of a test or essay designed to demonstrate student knowledge, understanding,
application, analysis, or criticism

• Capstone project
• Watching a student perform a skill such as welding a pipe or listening to a pulse to detect a

murmur

Indirect Assessment: An indirect assessment is a measure of a perception of attainment of a
competency/outcome. The perception can be the student’s or another individual’s. Indirect
assessments include the following:

• Asking a class of students to give a “thumb’s up” if they understand the concept/skill
• Survey
• Focus group
• Exit interviews
• Grading homework for completion (students may have worked every problem wrong)
• Attendance (presence in class does not necessarily mean students have gained

understanding nor does their absence necessarily mean that they do not have the
understanding)

Example: At a medical exam, we typically fill out a form about our family history of various diseases
and the doctor usually asks us how we are feeling. Sometimes we are not honest with these indirect
assessments. But even if we are honest, they are, at best, a guide to help the doctor diagnosis our
aliment. For instance, a patient may think he has stomach cancer because his symptoms are like his
beloved aunt (or are listed under stomach cancer on some internet website), but he really has a bad
ulcer. The direct assessments are the various tests the doctor may order (urine, stress test,
colonoscopy, biopsy) that will hopefully lead to pinpointing the actual problem. We can’t “lie” about
the direct assessment, but this doesn’t mean it always gives us helpful information (the right test
needs to be performed and the test needs to be accurate).

Interviews/Surveys are almost always indirect measures of student outcome achievement. As a
result, they tend to be less useful measures. Given both the practical difficulties of directly measuring
some core outcomes (due to both the nature of the outcome and the costs/difficulties associated with
direct assessment), they can be acceptably measured with carefully constructed, indirect surveys or
interviews. For some tips on survey construction, see: http://help.surveymonkey.com/articles/en_US/
kb/Design-Tips-How-to-create-and-administer-effective-surveys. The LAC has a Qualtrix account
that faculty members can use to conduct complex surveys - though we currently have minimal ability
to support SAC's use of this new tool. Contact your LAC coach for more information. For surveys not
requiring complex statistical analysis, Survey Monkey personal accounts may be useful.

4. Most experts recommend using direct assessments - whenever possible - when assessing for
student attainment of outcomes. However, there are times when indirect assessment is desirable or
much more feasible. Share your rationale for using an indirect assessment here.
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Sample Rubric
1. Sample rubric. 3 levels are often sufficient to properly evaluate student achievement. Notice

that this rubric score of 3 - Competent - corresponds to PCC's Core Outcomes Level 3. In
this example, competence is the SAC expectation for acceptable introductory college student
performance.

Section 2: Validity Indicators

An assessment is valid when it accurately assesses what it is intended to. Select all that apply to
your SAC's assessment tools.
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Section 2: Timing and Purpose

1. Indicate the timing of your planned assessment here.
2. This group is usually called the 'population.' Each SAC will determine who their population is

for each project. For example, one SAC might be interested in generalizing their results to all
students who complete their introductory sequence. Another SAC might be interested in all
students who complete a service learning project in any of their courses. It helps to be
explicit about the population of interest: generally, good samples cannot be picked until the
population is clearly identified.

3. When your SAC is measuring a clearly established outcome and/or intend to use the results
of an assessment to drive progammatic change, measuring the population (when small, e.g.,
a graduating cohort in a degree program) or a representative sample is essential. Mark the
first box in section H and proceed to the next section.

If your SAC is conducting a preliminary or exploratory investigation (usually the first step in a more
comprehensive assessement program - one intended to test the waters or to develop tentative
hypotheses to further explore later (often quantitatively) - it might make sense to select a very small
(and as a result unrepresentative sample) for in-depth, qualitative investigation. If your SAC is using
this strategy, share your rationale for selecting your sample here.
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Section 2: Sampling
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1. The group that you want to generalize to is known technically as the 'population.' The population is
determined by the purposes of the assessment. In some cases, the population is the '34 students
scheduled to complete our program at the end of spring term.' In others, it might be 'all students who
will take the introductory course in our discipline.' If you are measuring your population of interest,
select the appropriate check box and continue directly to Section 3. If you are measuring a subset of
your population of interest, select the 'sample' check box and continue filling-out this section.

2. Before explaining the specifics of this section, some common background needs to be
established. When we sample, we are attempting to measure a subset of the total population in
order to accurately generalize to it. Normally, sampling is done when the population is too large to
measure in any reasonable way. To make the complex story about sampling short, the real-world
limitations of educational assessment at PCC make true representative sampling 'extremely difficult'
to 'practically impossible' (e.g., student characteristics can change in signifcant ways with changing
economic conditions, the academic term, recent events, etc. - careful conclusions from data
gathered this term or year may not apply to students the next term or year). Further, all of the
technical recommendations for conducting research (e.g., sample size suggestions, appropriate p-
values, etc.) are based on the assumption that a true random sample of the population has been
made. Since this can rarely happen in our assessment projects, determining the best sampling
practices for our work is extremely difficult.

For these reasons, we are adopting a recommended approach to sampling that should maximize the
accuracy and utiity of our real-world projects while not over-burdening instructional faculty with
artifically rigorous standards. To begin, the 'sample or sampling frame' is the actual group from which
our sample is drawn. For example, if our population of interest is 'all 201a students' the sample
frame is the 'complete list of students enrolled in all sections of the course when we pull our sample'.
Reflection on the nature of the population and the sample frame reveals that in most cases, the two
are not identical. (Note: we have immediately violated the assumptions underlying all of the standard
recommendations surrounding good research.) Problematically, these (and other) violations of the
underlying assumptions make the conclusions we draw from our samples suspect. Fortunately, there
is a solution to this problem that is both technically rigorous and satisfying to common sense:
replication. Replication is repeating the assessment again - using significantly different samples of
the population. For example, if this year's assessment finds that 100% of student responses meet or
exceed our expectations, we do not simply congratulate our students and ourselves and move on.
We measure again - perhaps next year - to to see what we find. If this remeasure (the replication)
finds an equally satisfactory result, we have substantial evidence that students are in fact
consistently achieving the desired level of performance.

In practical terms, the recommended procedure* is:

1. collect a representative sample of the sample frame
2. ensure that the size of the sample is adequate
3. replicate

*SACs may choose to use more rigorous standards than those identified here; alternative standards
that are routine in their discipline; or alternatives that are derived from their SAC's expertise. In all
cases, if SAC's are using the recommendations here or more rigorous ones, elaborative
explanations are not required in this report.
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Use the following definitions to select the appropriate box to check in this section:

Random Sample: each member of the sampling frame has an equal chance of being included in the
sample. The textbook example of random sampling is 'pulling names out of a hat'. Random sampling
is the 'gold standard' of sampling and should be used whenever possible. The easiest way to
generate a random sample is to assign a number to each member of your sample frame and then to
use a random number generator to select the sample. (http://www.random.org/integers/) Note - to do
this, you'll need to know the sample size (see item I [Help Link 4]) immediately below). With large
sample frames, this can sometimes be difficult.

Systematic Sample: this type of sample has two essential features: 1) start with a particular member
of the sample frame; 2) select each 'nth' member of the sample frame until the desired sample size
has been achieved. These sorts of samples are often considered 'as representative' as random
samples. In many/most cases they probably are. The qualifications are crucial: these sorts of
samples probably are as representative - but there is really no way to assess whether any bias has
been introduced. That being said, bias probably has not been introduced..... Systematic sampling is
a recommended sampling strategy for our assessment projects.

An easy way to generate a systematic sample of student data is: 1) determine the desired sample
size (see item I [Help Link 4] below); 2) assuming, e.g., that data from multiple student sections will
be used, identify the sections and determine how many samples from each section are required; 3)
for each section, select a random starting point using the random number generator
(http://www.random.org/integers/); once the starting point is selected, sequentially select each nth
member of the section for the sample. For example; section 54321 has 31 students enrolled when
the sample is taken. Since each section is to contribute 5 samples to the project, the course
instructor needs to systematically select 5 artifacts. She consults the random number generator and
starts with the 23rd name on the roster. She then selects 4 more artifacts (every 6th name on the
roster): student 29, 4, 10, 16.

Stratified Sample: when a SAC wants to ensure that important, pre-identified groups are
proportionally represented (e.g., sex, gender, years of school, previous coursework completed, etc.)
they can ensure this by using a stratified sample. First, divide the sampling frame into non-
overlapping sub-groups. Once this has been done, continue with either random or systematic
sampling as described above. This type of sampling likely will take significanly more organizational
effort than the previous two.

Cluster Sample: cluster sampling is characterized by dividing the sampling frame into naturally
occuring, non-overlapping clusters. In most cases at PCC, clusters might be individual sections of a
course. Once the clusters are identified, a random sample of the clusters is selected and all
members of the particular cluster are included in the sample. For example, 3 sections of a course
are being offered when the student sample is to be drawn. The recommended sample size is 25 (see
item 4 immediately below). Each section has at least 25 students enrolled. One of the 3 sections is
randomly selected (using, e.g., the random number generator). Once the section is selected, all
students enrolled in it will be used in the sample. The bias-introducing problem with this sort of
sampling is that unique features of this section (face-to-face or web; instructor reputation; unique
instructor techniques; unique textbook; student differences based on when the section is offered
[evening class]; etc.) will not accurately represent the whole sampling frame.

Voluntary Response Sample: this sampling strategy consists of using self-selected volunteers to
participate in the assessment. Any characteristics of the volunteers that are not present to the same
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degree in non-volunteers will introduce bias in the sample. Characteristics such as strong feelings;
conscientiousness, desperation for extra credit points; etc. can lead to inaccurate generalizations
from these sorts of samples. Sometimes, when assessors are unsure of what the issues might be,
the use of voluntary response samples can be helpful in determining what questions might be more
rigorously assessed in subsequent projects.

Opportunity/Convenience Sample: this strategy consists of using a sample that is easy to get. If your
SAC only has one-or-two faculty actively engaged in the current assessment project and they only
use artifacts from their sections (and ignore artifacts from others,) this type of sampling is being
used. In cases like this, the project can give information about that/those specific section(s), but, it is
not possible to generalize to the larger sampling/frame or population.

3. If you are using one of the bias-introducting strategies (in red), share your circumstances/rationale
for this decision in the text entry box at the bottom of this section.

4. Describe your sampling procedure in just enough detail to make your step-by-step procedures
clear to a reader.

5. Estimating the size of the sample frame/population is essential for proper planning of the project.
SACs may use any strategy for this estimate that suits their purpose. In many cases, a simple way to
do this is to: 1) determine how many sections will be offered during the term sampling will occur; 2)
estimate the average size of each section at the time the sample will be drawn (by referring to, e.g.,
last year's enrollment data); and 3) generate an estimate of the size of the sample frame (# of
sections) x (average # of students in section) = sample frame size. Other strategies are acceptable,
e.g., SACs may reference data from recent years' enrollments in formulating their plan.

An appropriate sample size can be calculated after the size of the sample frame/population has been
determined. What counts as appropriate varies based on a number fo technical considerations: e.g.,
the type/number of calculations/comparisons that will be utilized in the assessment and the amount
and type of variability in the artifacts can be very important. Beyond these sorts of technical
complications, expert opinions vary. In keeping with the LAC philosophy of supporting SAC-
determined standards of practice, the recommendations that follow represent the most liberal,
flexible standard. Any SAC that utilizes these liberal - though commonly recommended standards -
can merely report numbers and indicate that the standards are being followed. SACs are free to use
their professional judgment in utilizing other standards. If another standard is used, and that
standard is less rigorous than this, please share your SACs rationale in the text box at the bottom of
this section. If your SAC opts for a more rigorous set of standards, there is no need to elaborate.

To begin, there are two common approaches to assessment that require two separate ways to
estimate sample size.

Generalizing to a population: sometimes, SACs are interested in population performance: e.g., can
all students who complete course XXX demonstrate an appropriate level of proficiency on outcome
y? In projects of this sort, the SAC task is to identify how many student artifacts need to be sampled
in order to accurately generalize to the sample frame/population. The easiest way to do this is to use
a sample size calculator. The web site provides a very brief introduction to the meaning and
importance of each of these variables. If you need additional help understanding these issues, begin
by consulting your LAC coach.
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When the purpose of your sample size estimate is to generalize to the population/sample frame, use
the following* (illustrated below):

1. margin of error </= 10%
2. confidence interval >/= 90%
3. sample frame estimate (see item 4 above)
4. response distribution = 50% (in this example, basd on previously gathered data, the Psy

faculty knew that the expected response distribution is 80%, so that number is used here).
Since 50% gives the largest sample size, when details about response distribution are not
known, use 50%.

*The standard established here is the most relaxed, common standard available. Your SAC may
prefer a more rigorous one. If so, the more rigorous, common standard is a 5% margin of error and a
95% confidence interval. In some cases, this standard can result in substantially larger sample sizes.
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Sample Size Recommendations with Sub-Group Comparisons
Making sub-group comparisons: sometimes SACs are interested in making group comparisons in
their assessment projects. For example, are distance-learning and face-to-face students attaining
similar and acceptable levels of outcome attainment? Does the use of one textbook result in better
outcome attainment than the use of another? Recommended group sizes for these sorts of
comparisons vary based on a number of technical considerations (e.g., type of statistic used;
number of comparisons; type of data; actual size of group differences, amount of variation in
performance; etc). For general purposes using common statistics, use the following chart to
determine reasonable sample sizes.

Section 3: Project Mechanics - Inter-rater Reliability
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LAC Reassessment Report Form LDC.docx
1. When using a rubric, it is important to use multiple, expert raters. Multiple raters are essential to
avoid potential measurement error. When multiple raters are used, efforts must be made to ensure
that scoring is consistent across them. There are 3 primary ways to ensure consistent scoring - aka
inter-rater reliability.

Agreement - is the goal when attempting to determine whether a clear, objective standard is being
met (for example, attaining a proficiency level of 3 in a core outcome). Use agreement when exact
agreement between raters is a reasonable expectation. Agreement reliability:

• enables single scoring of artifacts (each rater does not have to rate each artifact) when there
is an established, satisfactory level of agreement (done through a norming process);

• when there is an inability to reach adequate levels of agreement there are most likely rubric
problems or needs for further training of raters;

• is an appropriate statistic with nominal (dichotomous scales) and ordinal scales (scales are
ordered [e.g., better to worse] but scales do not reveal precise degrees of difference). Most
rubrics used in educational assessment utilze these scales.

Percent agreement is the statistic most often calculated to quantify this type of inter-rater reliability.
This statistic is often calculated by hand rather than via an excel spreadsheet formula. With only two
raters, percent agreement is calculated by totaling the number of items scored identically by each
rater and dividing by the total number of items. With three or more raters, percent agreement is
calculated by first pairing each rater's score of an artifact with all other raters' scores; then dividing
the total number of identical paired ratings by the total number of paired ratings. Contact MIchele
Marden or your LAC coach if you have questions about how to norm and/or calculate inter-rater
reliability.

Not surprisingly, the easiest and most common method of calculating inter-rater agreement can
produce misleading results. If your SAC wants to ensure the most accurate test of inter-rater
reliability, contact MIchele Marden or your LAC coach for help.
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Consensus - when there are a manageable number of artifacts to score, each rater can score each
artifact. After initial scoring, through a process of discussion, all agree on the score to assign the
student's work. This type of inter-rater reliability is often not practical in educational assessment.

Consistency - this type of reliability captures relative - but not specific - agreement among raters. It
is appropriate when assessing artifacts for improvement, but not when assessing artifacts for
outcome attainment. For example, consistency can be a check of ratings when a SAC is trying to
determine which textbook contributes more to learning; but, not when that SAC is trying to assess
how effectively students are demonstrating attainment of essential outcomes. As a result, most
SACs will rarely, if ever, use this type of inter-rater reliability. Consistency measures capture the
degree of relative similarity in ratings, without requiring that ratings be identical. For example one
rater may be harder than another and give consistently lower scores, but, if both raters agree on
which artifacts are better/worse, they may have high consistency. This type of reliability cannot be
calculated without performing some statistical analyses. If you are not sure how to proceed with this,
consult with your LAC coach.

Section 3: Performance Benchmarks
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A benchmark is the standard used for comparing, judging, and evaluating the student performance
or product (interpreted broadly - often referred to as artifacts). At PCC, benchmarks are determined
by each SAC, as the faculty are the content experts and they are in the best position to establish the
standards their students should meet. An essential element of benchmarking for core outcome
assesment is identifying the appropriate or expected standard of student performance. Establishing
appropriate standards can be difficult. At PCC, each SAC is responsible for establishing the
expected standards for their students. In higher education assessment, the usual benchmark level is
the "just barely passing" student. Many faculty find this standard concerning at first, but, remember,
the benchmark is the 'expected level' rather than the 'optimal level'. As an example, for objective/
machine-scored artifacts (like multiple-choice tests), the expected standard might be 100% of items
correct (or 80% - or 70%). Artifacts that cannot be machine scored most often require complex
evaluations of relative qualilty (like excellent - satisfactory/competent - developing/needs improving -
minimal/absent - etc.). When relative evaluations are required, rubrics (identifed performance criteria
with scaled ratings) are most often required. If a rubric is being used, include it as an appendix to the
plan. If your SAC has established benchmarks, (1) select the appropriate check box(es) and then
(2) share it in the text entry box. (3) If benchmarks have not been established, share your SAC's
rationale for using this method of core outcome assessment.

There are recommended ways to establish the reasonable, SAC-wide expectations of student
outcome attainment (performance benchmarks). Contact Michele Marden or your LAC coach for
assistance in this process.

Section 3. Project Mechanics (Anonymity, Sub-groups &
Scorers)
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1. Student identifying information should always be removed before artifacts are submitted to
raters/scorers. SACs should also be diligent to remove instructor-specific information
whenever possible.

2. Sub-group analysis can be very useful in assessment projects. Students' previous college
experience or coursework can sometimes be central issues in exploring student
performance. When a SAC determines that student sub-groups might be relevant, they are
encouraged to include those elements in their analysis. Sub-group coding is usually done by
1) identifying sub-groups of interest; 2) assigning numerical place-holders for group
membership (e.g., 1 for less than 45 hours earned/2 for 45 or more hours earned); 3)
comparing relative group performance. If you are coding your data this way, share your
rationale for exploring student sub-groups.

3. Check all boxes that apply.
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